
Recording Strategy 2015 
Conserving Butterflies 
Thank you to everyone who submitted records during 2014. These records of butterfly sightings 

have helped enormously over the years, enabling the publication of over 170 scientific papers using 

BNM and UKBMS data published in leading scientific journals. Records have help protect important 

sites such as SSSIs, and have influenced UK and European policy. 

Butterflies are an important indicator species for other wildlife. They have the advantage that they 

are relatively easily identified. All UK butterflies can be identified in the field during the day. 

Butterflies respond rapidly to change, as they have one or two complete lifecycles per year.  

Butterflies are affected by the weather and the habitat. Climatic factors such as temperature, wind, 

rain and sunshine all effect butterflies. Not only during their flight season, but also during all stages 

of their development. For example the very wet summer of 2012 resulted in the worse year on 

record for butterflies, but the better weather in 2013 and 2014 helped their numbers improve. The 

habitat also has a big impact on butterfly numbers. Food sources such as larval foodplants, nectar 

and minerals for the adults. Adults require suitable places to roost at night and somewhere to 

hibernate over the winter months. Habitat quality is important, the height of vegetation is important 

as it can have a big impact on temperatures for feeding larvae. Some species such as the Blues are 

dependent on particular species of ants being present. Predators have an impact on numbers. 

Individual butterfly populations cannot exist in isolation but they need to interact with other 

populations to create Meta populations. 

Separating climatic effects from habitat effects is not easy, but can be achieved by analysing records 

from many sites over many years. Habitat changes require first to exclude climatic affects from the 

analysis, and then examining how the distribution and abundance of the butterflies has changed 

over the years. Climate changes requires first eliminating seasonal affects, and then comparing how 

butterfly distribution has changed over the years. To ensure that the results are not biased by 

inadequate records, proper analysis can only be performed over well surveyed areas. For example, 

due to climate warming we have seen the Comma and Holly Blue spread north. 

Evidence is required before legal protection for any species can be enacted. The rules to Red List a 

species are strict, requiring comparison of distributional records over a ten year period. Records are 

required from a well recorded area, as obviously under-recording can distort results. 

There are four steps that Butterfly Conservation uses in conserving butterflies which can be 

summarised as: 

1. Map the distribution 

2. Improve management of all known habitats 

3. Build habitat networks 

4. Monitor results to inform future management 

To enable us to put the butterflies on the map, we need records of where they, and just as 

important where they are not. This means that all suitable habitats for a particular species of 

butterfly must be surveyed during their flight period to determine where the known populations are. 



The second and third steps requires experts working with land managers to improve and extend the 

existing habitats. This is the type of work that Dan Hoare undertook with the Duke of Burgundy 

butterfly. 

The last step requires records of abundance so that the butterflies can be monitored at key sites to 

see how the habitat management is working. The results may lead to changes in the habitat 

management. 

We have some excellent records for monitoring butterflies at particular sites from the UKBMS 

Transect records. However, away from the butterfly hot spots we only have sporadic records, so 

consequently we only have a poor idea of how butterflies are fairing within Surrey, or be more 

precise in vice county 17, which covers the current boundaries of Surrey and the south-west corner 

of Greater London. To try and address these problems, two schemes are being launched following 

the announcement at the Branch AGM of 10km Square Champions  to try and obtain better quality 

distributional records, and Species Champions to try and obtain better records for our rarer 

butterflies. 

To illustrate the problem, the map below shows the number of visits to each monad (1km square) 

for the last five years. 

 

Which has a close correlation to the number of species seen within each monad. Obviously this is 

only presenting a partial picture, as the number of species should be correlated with the habitat 

rather than number of visits. 



 

Well Recorded Squares 
The Butterflies for the New Millennium survey started in 1995 to collect records for the Atlas for the 

New Millennium. The records collected were published in an Atlas in 2000. Ever since, records over a 

five year period have been collected to enable changes in distribution to be analysed. 2015 is the 

start of the next five year period, hence, the goal is to achieve well recorded squares for the whole 

county. 

A Well Recorded Square is defined as a square which has had at least ten visits during a five year 

period, and at least one visit during the months of May, June, July and August during suitable 

weather. Repeat visits increases the chance of recording the more elusive butterflies, and visits 

during different months ensures that the flight period of most of the butterflies is covered. 

Records from Well Recorded Squares are the basis for much scientific research. The goal over the 

next five years is to try and ensure that all twenty-five tetrads (2km squares) within each hectad 

(10km square) is well recorded. 

Ensure that all habitats in the 10km square have been properly surveyed, such as chalk downland, 

heathland, woodlands, farm land, and gardens. 

Ensure that all species in the 10km square have been identified, where their populations are located. 

Are they a widespread species found throughout the 10km square wherever there is suitable 

habitat, or are they confined to particular areas. 

The table below shows how repeat visits to the same site over a 12 day period, by the same person 

was required to see all 21 species that were present at the site during July. A new species was seen 

at each visit. 

 7 July 2014 14 July 2014 16 July 2014 18 July 2014 TOTAL 

Species seen 14 12 12 17 21 

Seen once 1 1 1 2 5 

Seen twice 3 1 2 4 5 

Seen thrice 3 3 2 4 4 

Seen 4 times 7 7 7 7 7 

 



The map below shows the status of recording effort over the last five years 

 

The problem of the lack of well-recorded squares is shown in the map below for the Brown Argus 

which has been recorded in 126 tetrads within VC17. However for 42% of the tetrads (shown by 

circles with a question mark), we don’t know whether the Brown Argus has expanded or contracted 

its range over the last fifteen years. 

 

Butterfly Populations 
Some species of butterflies are difficult to survey and monitor such as the White-letter Hairstreak 

which spends most of its time high in the canopy. Some species such as the Silver-studded Blue are 

habitat specialists and only occur on suitable heathland sites. For those species which are of greatest 

conservation concern, we need to obtain a better understanding of where their populations are 

located, and how their distribution and abundance is changing.  

While identifying the populations of our rarer butterflies is of primary concern, we also need to 

obtain a better understanding of their habitat requirements, by recording the associations with each 



butterfly. What foodplants are the larvae feeding on within Surrey? What flowers are the adults 

feeding on the nectar on? 

Searching for the eggs of Brown Hairstreaks on Blackthorn during the autumn and winter months 

can give us a better idea of their distribution and numbers, rather than just relying on trying to 

identify a male at the top of an Ash tree. The Blue-bordered Carpet lays smooth white slightly 

elongated eggs in contrast to the sea-urchin like eggs of the Brown Hairstreak, easily separated by 

using a hand-lens. 

The map below shows the distribution of the Wood White in Surrey for the last five years, with its 

main population at Oaken Wood. The sightings of Wood Whites away from Oaken Wood are 

probably vagrants (e.g. south of Cranleigh), rather than Wood White small populations, which will 

need to be confirmed by further visits to these sites. 

 

Help Complete the Picture 
There are a number of ways that you can help complete the picture of how butterflies are fairing 

within Surrey, and hence provide the evidence that is necessary to help conserve them. 

UKBMS Transects 
The map below shows the UKBM Transect sites that were walked in 2014. 



 

Volunteers walk a fixed transect once a week between April and September (26 weeks in total) 

during fine weather. If you would like to help out with an existing site, or would like to start a new 

transect, contact Bill Downey.  

WCBS Squares 
The map below shows the WCBS squares that were randomly chosen by Butterfly Conservation. 

 

Volunteers walk a fixed route within a monad (1km square) twice a year during July and August, and 

optionally in May and June. If you would like to help out by walking one of the WCBS squares, 

contact Harry Clarke. 

10km Champions 
The map below shows the 33 hectads (10km squares) within the branches recording area. 



 

A 10km Champion is someone who helps with the recording effort to achieve well-recorded status 

for every tetrad (2km square) within the hectad (10km square) for the period 2015-19. This will be 

achieved by encouraging others to collect records, and working with the County Recorder. 

Records from other schemes all count. Squares with only a small fraction within VC17, such as TQ43, 

should be combined with the recording effort of other squares such as TQ34 or TQ44. If you could 

like to become a 10km Champion, contact Harry Clarke. 

Species Champions 
The table below shows the Surrey butterflies that have protection under the Schedule 5 of the 

Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 from harm or sale. Section 41 of the Natural Environment & Rural 

Communities Act 2006 lists those species which are of principal importance for conserving 

biodiversity in England (also known as BAP species). JNCC’s Red List of Butterflies for Great Britain, 

2010 provides the list of butterflies at risk from extinction, EN=Endangered, VU=Vulnerable, 

NT=Near Threatened, with butterflies of LC=Least Concern being excluded. 

Butterfly 
Wildlife & 

Countryside 
Act 

Sect.41 
Action 

List 

JNCC 
Red List 

Adonis Blue Sch5  NT 

Brown Hairstreak Sch5 Medium VU 

Chalkhill Blue Sch5  NT 

Dingy Skipper  Low VU 

Glanville Fritillary Sch5 Low EN 

Grayling  Low VU 

Grizzled Skipper  Low VU 

Purple Emperor Sch5  NT 

Silver-spotted Skipper Sch5 Medium NT 

Silver-studded Blue Sch5  VU 

Small Blue Sch5 Medium NT 

Small Heath  Low NT 

White Admiral  Low VU 



White-letter Hairstreak Sch5 Medium EN 

Wood White Sch5 Medium EN 

 

A Species Champion is someone who helps co-ordinate the recording effort for one of our rare 

butterflies, which is at greatest risk of loss. Identifying where all the populations for the butterfly are 

within Surrey, and other useful information about their habitat requirements. The priority is for 

those butterflies that are endangered or vulnerable. 

This will be achieved by encouraging others to collect records, and working with the County 

Recorder. Records from other schemes all count. If you could like to become a Species Champion, 

contact Harry Clarke. 

General recording 
If you don’t have time to commit to becoming a transect walker, or being a champion, but would like 

to help out. All butterfly records are most welcome, whether for a defined scheme or just general 

records. Please do contact one of the champions if you can help with records for a particular area, or 

a particular species. 

Feedback 
A report will be produced every year to show what progress is been made with our recording effort. 

Contact Details 
Harry E. Clarke 

70 Norwood Road, Effingham, Leatherhead, Surrey, KT24 5NX 

Tel. 01372 453 338, Mobile 07773 428 935 

Email Harry@HarryClarke.me.uk 

Bill Downey 

Tel. 0208 949 5498. Mobile 07917 243 984 

Email BillDowney@sky.com 

 

mailto:Harry@HarryClarke.me.uk
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